We read much these days of religious sects the members of which handle poisonous snakes. Snake-handling in religious rituals is a very ancient practice. On the island of Crete, as long ago as the second millennium before Christ, and probably even earlier, snake-handling seems to have been practiced by women votaries or priestesses of the great nature goddess of the Cretans, to whom the snake was sacred. The statuette shown here, in the Candia Museum, is one of several found by Sir Arthur Evans in the ruins of the palace at Cnossus, in northern Crete. Some observers believe that it represents the goddess herself; but most writers see in it a worshipper of the goddess. Persons who have witnessed modern snake-handling rituals usually comment on the fixed, hypnotic stare which characterizes the faces of the worshipers. Although allowance must be made for primitive technique in the Cretan figure, yet the face does suggest just such a state of ecstasy. Snake-handling rituals are almost always accompanied with shouts or hymns, and with a shuffling sort of dance. Usually snake-handling is found among primitive or uneducated peoples. In Crete the early practice seems to have become fixed in cult ritual, and preserved, probably through the agency of special priestesses, down into the era of high civilization.
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The Greeks, also, knew and sometimes practiced the snake-handling dance. It was found particularly in the frenzied worship of the vegetation god Dionysus, which was brought into Greece in the prehistoric period, from lands to the north and east. Some of the participants in the dances in honor of Dionysus seem to have garbed themselves to represent the mythological Maenads, or female attendants of Dionysus, and Satyrs or Silenes, beast-men, followers of the god. On Dionysiac vases it is often difficult to determine whether the Greek artist is portraying real dancers or mythological personages. Sometimes the Dionysiac dancers carried the snakes casually (above); sometimes they thrust them at their companions (above, right); frequently, in dances of particular frenzy, they tore the living snakes apart. In later times, the snake-handling dances may have been performed with "dummy" snakes.

The fine vase shown here (right), dating from the fifth century B.C., portrays women dancers engaged in a frenzied snake-handling dance. Such wild rituals were more common in the northern districts of Thrace and Macedonia than in Greece proper; and the costume of the figure at the extreme right is suggestive of Thrace. Olympias, mother of Alexander the Great, and queen of Macedonia, is said to have been particularly fond of such dances, and to have kept pet snakes for use in them. The dances were usually, though not always, associated with the worship of Dionysus or a similar divinity. However, there were "snake mysteries," apparently with snake-handling, in honor of the goddess Athena, on the Acropolis at Athens, down to a late period; and the Christian St. Cyprian speaks of having been initiated into these "mysteries" at the age of ten.
An entirely different type of snake dance is one in which the dancers, in a long line, imitate the crawling of a serpent. Of this sort was the funeral dance of the Homeric period. In it, mourners "crawled" (the Greek word used in this connection implies a comparison with a snake) around the bier or the tomb, beating their breasts, tearing their hair, and uttering loud lamentations. A line of armed men and chariots also "crawled" around the bier. It was believed that the soul of the dead man passed into the form of a snake; and when a snake was seen near a tomb it was fed and honored. This great Dipylon urn, in the Metropolitan Museum, depicts funerary dances. To the left of the handle, adjacent to the frieze of dancers, is seen a winding snake design. Such designs are seldom purely decorative, but rather are symbolical. The fret at the top of the vase and the chevron design on the stem are also, in all probability, conventionalized snake patterns.

Another type of snake dance is one in which a line of dancers, standing side by side, carries, in a sinuous, winding path, a replica of a huge snake—particularly in the worship of a divinity believed to appear on earth in the form of a serpent. Such divinities are found in India, Siam, and Africa today, and were known in ancient Egypt, Greece, and Crete. The very old dance known as the geranos, performed on the island of Delos, belongs to this group. Such snake-carrying dances often become garland-carrying dances; then, sometimes, rope-carrying dances; and, finally, dances in which the dancers' hands are enmeshed in front of the body. This scene, from a Greek tomb in Ruvo, and here re-produced from R. Rochette, *Primitifs antiques inédits*, plate XV, portrays a dance of this nature. A vase found in Vulci, the "Polledrara hydria," depicts a similar dance, with the performers carrying a thick, ropelike object.
Dances with enmeshed hands, and with snake-like twisting, winding choreography, have persisted in Greece and Italy from remote antiquity to the present day. A fine example is the tratta of the women of modern Megara, performed on Easter Monday. Dances of this type often signalize joy or victory. Our own football “snake dance” may be a descendant of the old Greek snake-like dance.

All over the Mediterranean region, and later in northern Europe as well, there are stories of snake-killing gods or heroes or saints. Apollo, Heracles, and St. George are of this group. Frequently in antiquity a snake-killing hero was honored with a dance-drama in which the struggle with the great serpent was enacted. This mimetic performance gives us another type of ancient snake dance. Among the Greeks it was a feature of the festival known as the Septerion, particularly at Delphi. It must have been used also in the cult of Heracles. On a black-figured cup, of large, shallow cup (below), found in Tarquinia and now in the Museum of Corneto, there is portrayed the struggle of Heracles with the Old Man of the Sea, part man and part serpent. The Greek painting gives us some idea of how dances of this type may have looked, as produced at a festival. The dancers circling around the rim of the cup are men in women’s dress, and are probably initiates into the “mysteries” of Heracles.
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